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The crew on-board the International Space Station (ISS) have to be prepared for any possible 
emergency.  The emergencies of most concern are a fire, depressurization or a toxic atmosphere.  
The crew members train on the ground before launch but also need to practice their emergency 
response skills while they are on orbit for 6 months.  On-Board Training (OBT) events for 
emergency response proficiency used to require the crew and ground teams to use paper “scripts” 
that showed the path through the emergency procedures.  This was not very realistic since the 
participants could read ahead and never deviate from this scripted path.  The new OBT 
emergency simulator allows the crew to view dynamic information on an iPad only when it 
would become available during an event.  The simulator interface allows the crew member to 
indicate hatch closures, don and doff masks, read pressures, and sample smoke or atmosphere 
levels.  As the crew executes their actions using the on-board simulator, the ground teams are able 
to monitor those actions via ground display data flowing through the ISS Ku Band 
communication system which syncs the on-board simulator software with a ground simulator 
which is accessible in all the control centers.  The OBT Working Group (OBT WG), led by the 
Chief Training Office (CTO) at Johnson Space center is a Multilateral working group with 
partners in Russia, Japan, Germany and U.S.A.   The OBTWG worked together to create a 
simulator based on these principles:  
 Create a dynamic simulation that gives real-time data feedback  
 Maintain real-time interface between Mission Control Centers and crew during OBTs 
 Provide flexibility for decision making during drill execution. 
 Materially reduce Instructor and Flight Control Team man-hour costs involved with 

developing, updating, and maintaining emergency OBT cases/scenarios. 
 Introduce an element of surprise to emergency scenarios so the team can't tell the outcome 

of the case by reading ahead in a paper script. 
This paper details some of the background as the project evolved with the International Partners.  
It also provides more details on how the simulator information for the crew is also shared with the 
ground teams.  Finally, the paper will discuss how this remote simulator concept can be useful for 
future, longer term space missions. 
 


